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About This Game

Leap into the world of magic, sorcery and the unknown in Unison Shift's A Clockwork Ley-Line: The Borderline of Dusk.
This is a Japanese modern fantasy adventure game/visual novel.

Featuring gorgeous artwork and great voice acting, the story unravels as you join the journey into the world of Ley-Line.

Koga Michiru is a newly enrolled first-year student at a academy with a notably large clock tower located deep in the mountains.
Unfortunately, on his first day of teachings, he gets caught up in some sudden trouble and accidentally breaks an expensive-

looking statue.

In order to compensate for the broken statue, the principal orders him and the boy who caused the incident to work for the
school’s “Bureau for the Investigation of Special Affairs.”
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When they arrive at the Bureau’s headquarters, a room situated in the academy’s enormous underground library, a girl is waiting
for them there with an apathetic look on her face.

The girl informs the confused pair of the situation: Magic exists in this academy.

When the clock tower chimes, the “Realm of Night” appears, and merges with the school building. The Bureau’s job is to take
care of the supernatural problems that arise. And so, Koga struggles to protect the school from troublesome magical items

known as “Mists”…
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Full Japanese voice acting featuring talents such as Moriya Misono, Kawashima Rino, Kadokura Souichi and Moka
Choko

Branching storyline points, allowing the player to seek new routes each playthrough.

Artwork by prolific industry artists Pero and Urabi

First title in a trilogy, followed by Daybreak of Remnants Shadow and Flowers Falling in the Morning Mist.
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Title: A Clockwork Ley-Line: The Borderline of Dusk
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Unison Shift: Blossom
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese
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The game itself is fine - a turn-based game with a boardgame feel. But there's NO way to save your progress, and the auto-save
doesn't work. In short, you have to start over from scratch each time you load the game. The vague assurances that a fix is
forthcoming aren't helpful. It's been almost a year since the last update, and the game is still broken.

NOT RECOMMENDED.

ADDENDUM: Nearly 2.5 years since I first posted this review. No fix yet, and no further word from the developers.
ABANDONED BROKEN GAME.. This game is fantastic and very fun! Any chance of gettint the multiplayer feature? I would
definitely pay more for that!. Horrible sounds for the included trains. Nice scenery but overall not recommended, atleast not
when cosidering the price of it.... I noninated this game for the \u201cVillain Most In Need Of A Hug\u201d Award for 2016.

This game is totally good for a giggle or three. The poor witch - all she wanted was a facial, a hairstyle and a prince.... If you get
it for under 1 euro maybe.... This game is simply too thin on thin on the ground. While the story promises to go in a number of
interesting directions with the Player choosing between multiple allegiances there is little in the way of payoff. This is because
of the short length of the game which clocks in at 150,000 words compared to other Choice of Games titles, some of which are
close to half a million words long. Choice of the Ninja also has no save system meaning that if you die late in the game, as I did,
you have to start from the very beginning. Even the rating and companion systems in this game are shallow compared to other
CoG titles. I bought this game during a sale but still don't think it is worthwhile.
. Fun with 4 friends. If you contemplate buying this game for other reasons besides achievements. Don't.
The consept is good, but poorly executed. It will infuriate you.
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This is my first review of a game even though I have 76 games in my library, most of them ARPGs. One of the reasons I'm
reviewing it is that unlike a lot of games in my library, I bothered to play it through to the end. For someone like me who bores
easily, that's saying something good.

On some levels In Exilium doesn't begin to compete with ARPGs like Diablo 2, Titan Quest, etc. But that's okay with me
because it doesn't really try to. It takes a different approach. It focuses more on exploration and puzzle solving than smooth, fast
paced combat and tons of awesome loot. And even though I love those latter things, I found In Exilium to be a refreshing
change.

The puzzles were just the right difficulty for me to not get too hung up on but still have to think about a little. You have just
enough freedom in regards to what areas to take on first to make your first playthrough more interesting. The combat, while
perhaps clunky compared to bigger budget titles, was still adequate. You have a variety of skills to choose from whatever type of
character you choose to play. The atmosphere is cool enough. There's some replay value if you want to build a character for
each of the 3 main playstyles. The drops, while plentiful enough at least in the latest version, weren't all that interesting to me
and are an area that could maybe be improved on a bit.

All in all I just found this game enjoyable. It was refreshing, fun, and relaxing to play through. And if you're looking for a game
to have fun and relax with then I recommend you give it a try!. ehhhh.... Interesting concept. The themes involving grim
existentialism, anxiety, and guilt were reminiscent of Kafka, which was neat, but overall I would not recommend purchasing this
game. It's short and rather depressing.. A passable riff on Bomberman.. It's pretty good.
GameLoading offers a broader look at a wider cross-section of the independent games scene, a bit more relaxed and
conversational and a bit less cinematic than similar docs.
It seems to assume a lot on the part of its audience, as if it was made more for the community itself than for others outside it.
But it does highlight people scraping by (and failing) rather than just showing big successes, which is far more useful to people
who aspire to make games, so that is in service to its audience.
If non-industry viewers can keep up, they'll see some interesting stuff come together, and maybe they'll come out of it thinking
of games as something more complex.. Really cheap for some stellar nice reading & role-playing. Don't let the horrible teaser
narrator scare you away. This novel offers unique storylines and character development of a 'Napoleon-era' officer, in a
landscape where aristocracy rules the lands and your choices give control over the story. Cant wait for the third book, and i wish
i could pay the author more than what it costs here on steam.. I'll just post my reviews for Avernum I-III here:
I was first introduced to Jeff's games nearly 25 years ago as a shareware version of Exile. I am truely impressed with all of the
contributions this series has added on top of what is expected from a D&D-esque dungeon crawler. The characters are fleshed
out, the missions are intersting, and there's a real sense of contributing to a changing adventurer's world. A favourite of mine
that I have absoluetely stolen in my RPG campaings are the friendly, talking spiders...true genious.. It's simple and Ueber.. Not
too bad. For an inexpensive and short game, it's well worth the money if only to support a decent dev. I'll be putting MOMO 2
on my list! Rating: 7/10. This game is awesome! i really liked it a lot! it has the d&d feelings, the story is good, you can play
with your friends and chat in real time for strategize your moves! thats awesme! and how to attack, what abilieties to use! its a
lot of fun! as a boardgamer i really enjoy this game! if you like boardgames like d&d you will like this game! totally
reccomeded! hopefully the will improve and make another one even better!
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